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THE AMAZON REVIEWS DATASETS COLLECTION

• Crawled from Amazon website
- Huge (35 M reviews), temporal (spans over 18 years, up to March 2013), 

diverse (#30 product categories), heterogeneous (review text, ratings)

• Contain duplicates for items that are variants of the same product
- Different size, color
- dvd and blue-ray versions

EFFECTS ON THE QUALITY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

ELIMINATION OF DUPLICATES

• We kept only 1 of the product variants 
and its corresponding reviews and ratings

EVALUATING REDUNDANCY EFFECT ON RECOMMENDERS

• Original (with redundancies) vs cleaned dataset

• Experimentation procedure
- Randomly split each Amazon dataset D into training (80%) Dtr, testing (10%) Dt

and validation (10%) Dv sets
- Due to redundancies in the original dataset D, Dtr, Dt and Dv sets are not disjoint. 

They are disjoint in the cleaned dataset.

• Compared methods
- Offset (only numerical ratings)
- Latent Factors (only numerical ratings)
- Hidden Factors (numerical ratings & review texts)
- Matrix Factorization (only numerical ratings)
- Biased Matrix Factorization (only numerical ratings)

OVERALL PICTURE REDUNDANCY VS MSE CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

• We evaluated the impact of redundancy on the evaluation of 
recommendation models

- Conclusions may change when tested on cleaned data
- This effect is stronger for more complex methods
- Our results suggest that the collection should be used only after duplicate 

elimination
- Our results do not suggest that the recent methods do not imply real 

methodological improvements.

• So what?
- The quality of the data is critical for learning
- Can we automatically control datasets for potential problems?
- The community would benefit from having established benchmarks for different 

tasks (common practice in other communities like IR, NLP)
- Evaluation and competitive comparison of existing methods is equally important 

to the development of new methods.

This review goes to all 
different colour variants

% of retained items per category % of retained reviews per category

• If there is redundancy, the performance gets worse in the clean data.
• The performance differences are not as large as they appear to be on the original data

• The performance degrades the stronger (higher y-values), the more redundancy was 
contained in the original dataset (lower x-values).

• Different methods differ in their sensitivity to redundancy (higher potential to overfit). 
- No sensitivity for simpler methods (offset), high sensitivity for complex  methods (hidden 

factors)


